LeapPad 3
This is the Leap Pad 3; a learning tablet for younger kids. It gives them a bit of a head start
in learning with its games and teaching apps!

The Apps
This tablet has lots to offer from games to music to photos! Here are a few things it can do:




Games
Photos
Videos




Painting
Music

And there’s a lot more where that came from! If you don’t have any books to read, then the
Leap Pad has its own library with lots of stories to read. They are suitable for kids over 3.
My comment:
When I was small, I had a leap frog console (It was pretty alike to this one but an earlier
version). I really loved playing all the fun games and enjoyed taking pictures and videos! I
used it a lot in the car on long journeys.
The games
Now you have probably been thinking about what types of games there are. Well I can tell
you there is a colossal amount of them! You do have to buy them separately which is annoying,
but they are really fun and there is built in WiFi which can be used to
download games. They are addicting in a good
Some games are:



PAW Patrol: Ready for Action!
Disney Frozen Learning Game




Cooking! Recipes on the Road
Letter Factory

My comment:

way and help your child learn.

It may just look like a normal game, but it has its good sides. The games are specially
designed to educate your child while he or she plays. I always used to play ‘Penguins of
Madagascar’ where I had to rescue people on one big mission but along the way there might
be a code I need to break by using maths and other stuff like that.

And Finally
So, you know what apps you can use and what games but what about the important stuff?
This tablet costs around £100 but you can often get it on offer at around £69.99 from
Argos or Amazon. It is rated 4 stars on Amazon.
By John J (Year 6)

